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1. INTRODUCTION
In this section we explain our motivation. This work is inspired by the
w xstudy of Adler and Moerbeke 1 . Let E be the algebra of pseudo
differential operators. Moreover let D and E be the algebra of differ-y1
ential operators and the algebra of pseudo differential operators of nega-
tive order, respectively. Note that D and E are subalgebras of E andy1
E s D [ E as a vector space. Let K be a space of differential polyno-y1
mials of d functions:
Ž i1. Ž im. <K s a d x ??? d x a g C .Ž . Ž . 4Ý i , . . . , i i i i , . . . , i1 m 1 m 1 m
We consider K a tensor product such that
K s mn Cy‘ R ,Ž .[
nG0
y‘Ž .where C R is the space of distributions on R. Let L be a monic
differential operator of order p such that
L s › p q a x › py1 q ??? qa x ,Ž . Ž .py1 0
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›where › s . Let M be a K-valued functional space of L such that› x
j1 , . . . , jm Ž j1. Ž jm . <M s F L s f a x ??? a xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý i , . . . , i i i i i½ 1 m 1 1 m m
i , . . . , i , j , . . . , j1 m 1 m
f j1 , . . . , jm g K .i , . . . , i 51 m
We call M a phase space. Since
f j1 , . . . , jm aŽ j1. x ??? aŽ jm. xŽ . Ž .i , . . . , i i i i i1 m 1 1 m m
‘ ‘ j q ??? qjj , . . . , j Ž j . Ž j .1 m1 m 1 ms ??? f y1 d y y x ??? d y y xŽ . Ž . Ž .H H i , . . . , i i i i i1 m 1 1 m my‘ y‘
= a y ??? a y dy ??? dy ,Ž . Ž .i i i i i i1 1 m m 1 m
Ž . Ž .we consider a x , . . . , a x to be generators of M. Note that M ispy1 py1 0 0
Ž .infinite dimensional. In our sense a x is not value but functional parame-i
Ž .Ž .terized by i s 0, . . . , p y 1 and x g R; that is, in the equality a x L si
Ž . Ž .a x , the a x on the left-hand side is functional and that on thei i
right-hand side is value. We define the functional derivation such that
Ž . Ž . Ž .d a x rd a y s d d x y y andi j i, j
m ‘ ‘dF LŽ .
s ??? f a x ??? a xŽ . Ž .Ý Ý H H i , . . . , i i i i i1 m 1 1 my1 my1d a xŽ . y‘ y‘i i , . . . , i ms11 m
= a x ??? a x d d x y x dx ??? dx .Ž .Ž . Ž .i i i i i , i i i imq1 mq1 m m m m 1 m
For P g E , we mean P and P as projections of P to D and E ,q y y1
respectively. Moreover we note by P the coefficient of ›y1 of P g E.y1
The inner product is introduced in E such that
‘
² :P , Q s PQ dx , P , Q g E .Ž .H y1
y‘
Ž . Ž .For H g M , the gradient of H L , =H L g E , is defined byy1
dH L q tZŽ .
² :s Z, =H L ,Ž .
dt ts0
Ž . py1 Ž . Ž .where Z s z x › q ??? qz x › q z x g D. By the coadjoint orbitpy1 1 0
method, the Poisson structure is defined by
² :F L , G L s L, =F L , =G L , F L , G L g M . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Since the equality
‘ ‘ dF L d G LŽ . Ž .
F L , G L s a x , a y dx dy , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ý H H i j d a x d a yŽ . Ž .y‘ y‘ i j1Fi , jFpy1
we can regard the Poisson bracket as a contravariant skew-symmetric
1Ž Ž . Ž ..2-tensor, v dF L , dG L . The vector field ¤ g T M is defined by
py1
‘ dF LŽ .
¤ F L s ¤ x dx ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý H i d a xŽ .y‘ iis0
Ž . Ž Ž .. v1where ¤ x s ¤ a x . The Hamiltonian vector field for H g M , X , isi i H
v1Ž .  4defined by X F s H, F . Let v be a contravariant skew-symmetricH
2-tensor on M and let ¤ be a vector field on M. The Lie derivative of v
w xwith respect to ¤ , ¤ , w , is defined by
w xi ¤ , v t s i ¤ di v y i v di ¤ t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .where t is a covariant skew-symmetric 2-tensor and i v and i ¤ are
inner derivatives and d is an exterior derivative. The pseudo differential
operators B , n G y1, are defined byn
w x nq1B , L q L s 0.n
From B , n G y1, the vector fields on M are defined byn
w x¤ L s yB , L .Ž .n ny
The operators B , n G y1, satisfy the Virasoro relationsn
w xB , B s m y n B .Ž .m n mqn
w xAdler and Moerbeke 1 show that ¤ , n G y1, inherit these relations,n
that is,
w x¤ , ¤ s n y m ¤ .Ž .m n mqn
The contravariant skew-symmetric 2-tensor v k, k G 1, is defined by
y1
k 1v s ¤ , v .kk
w xAdler and Moerbeke 1 show the following theorem.
w x 1 2THEOREM 1 . Any finite linear combinations of v , v , . . . define the
Poisson structures on M. The Hamiltonian ¤ector field defined by the H g M
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w 1 xand ¤ , v isk
w¤ k , v 1 x Ä k k ÄX L s y k q 1 L =H L y L =H L ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .y yH
Ä Äw x w xwhere =H g E is defined by =H, L s =H, L . In particular,q
X w¤1 , v
1 x L s y2 L =H L y L= L .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .y yX
w xThis is the Hamiltonian ¤ector field of Gel' fand and Dikki 4 .
2 Ž .In the case of L s › q q x , they give the higher order Poisson
structures of the KdV hierarchy which include the one of Gel'fand and
w xDikki 4 . In the case of the KP hierarchy, the coadjoint orbit method is
w xapplied and the first Poisson structure is defined 11 . It is natural to
w xconsider applying the method of Adler and Moerbeke 1 to the Lax
operator of the KP hierarchy for constructing higher order Poisson struc-
tures of KP. However we face an obstruction. The Lax operator of the KP
Ž . y1 Ž . y2hierarchy is defined by L s › q a x › q a x › q ??? g E. In the1 2
Adler and Moerbeke case, L is a differential operator. Thus the applica-
tion of their method to the KP case is not compatible when taking the q
part or the y part of the operators of E. Let us consider the general case.
Ž .Let g be a Lie algebra over C. The following equation for R g End g is
Ž .called the modified classical Yang]Baxter equation MCYBE ,
w x w x w x w x ; ;Rx , Ry y R Rx , y q x , Ry s y x , y , x , y g g .Ž .
Notice that when g s E and RP s P y P , P g E , this R is a solutionq y
of the MCYBE. In this case the eigenvalues of R are 1 and y1 and
w xE s D [ E is a decomposition into eigenspace. In 6 , we slightlyy1
generalize the above case. We suppose R has eigenvalues 1, y1, and 0 and
g is decomposed into g s g [ g [ g , where g , i s y1, 0, 1, is the1 y1 0 i
eigenspace of R for eigenvalue i. Note that R is not of type Proj yg1
Proj , where Proj is the projection from g to g . We define theg g 1 "1y1 " w x``Lax operator'' L g g . As compared with 1 , our base space is not an1
associative algebra E but a Lie algebra g. We cannot define Ln, n G 1.
n Ž .Instead of L , we consider K L g g , n G y1, and B g g , n G y1,n q n
such that
w xB , L s K L .Ž .n n
Ž . nSince K L is analogous to L , we assign the following properties ton
Ž .K L , n G y1, such thatn
Ž . Ž .i if ¤ is a vector field on L then ¤ is also a vector field on K Ln
Ž .and dK ¤ s ¤ ,n
Ž . Ž Ž .. mq n i Ž . iii dK K L s Ý b K L , b g C.n m isy1 m n i m n
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From these properties we have
mqn
iw xB , B s a B ,Ým n m n i
isy1
where ai s bi y bi . Let ¤ be vector fields such thatm n nm m n n
¤ L s R B , L ,Ž . Ž .n y n
1 Ž .where R s R y 1 . We show the following theorem.y 2
w xTHEOREM 6 . The ¤ector fields ¤ , n G y1, inherit the commutationn
relations from B , n G y1, that is,n
mqn
iw x¤ , ¤ s a ¤ . 1Ž .Ým n m n i
isy1
We also show that in our case the higher order Poisson structures are
obtained by action of ¤ , n G 1, as the Lie derivative to the contravariantn
skew-symmetric 2-tensor which defines the Poisson structure of the coad-
joint orbit method. The aim of our study is to find a suitable solution of
w xthe MCYBE for applying the method of Adler and Moerbeke 1 for the
Lax operator of the KP hierarchy. In this paper we study the phenomenon
which is caused by the solution of the MCYBE which is not of type
subtraction of projections. Let R be a solution of the MCYBE on g and
let g be decomposed into the eigenspace g s g [ g , where g s x1 y1 "1
< 4g g Rx s "x . Thus g is a subalgebra of g and R s Proj y Proj ."1 g g1 y1
If R is not of type subtraction of projections, it is legitimate to assume that
g has a spectral decomposition such that g s g [ g [ [ g ,1 y1 aa / "1
 < 4where g s x g g Rx s ix . From the following fact, we have an examplei
where R has eigenvalues other than "1.
w xFact 8 . Let g be a complex semi-simple Lie algebra and let g s n [q
h [ n be its Cartan decomposition. Fix a nondegenerate linear operatory
Ž .u g End h. Moreover suppose that det 1 y u / 0. From these assump-
tions any X g g can be written as
X s X q X q 1 y u X , X g g , X g h .Ž .q y 0 " " 0
Then R g End g defined byu
R X s X y X q 1 y u XŽ .u q y 0
satisfies the MCYBE.
Ž . Ž .Although gl n is not semi-simple, the above fact still holds on gl n . In
this case n is a strictly upper triangular matrix and n is a strictly lowerq y
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Ž .triangular matrix and h is a diagonal matrix. Put u s diag a , . . . , a ,1 n
Ž . Ž .where a / 0, 1, i s 1, . . . , n. Then R has eigenvalues 1 q a r 1 y a ,i u i i
i s 1, . . . , n, other than "1. However this example is not interesting since
h is abelian. We consider the case where [ g is not abelian. Putaa / "1
g s [ g . From the MCYBE, we see that g is a subalgebra. Let AÄ Äaa / "1
 <be the set of discrete spectra of R other than "1, that is, A s a g C g a
4 w x/ 0, a / "1 . For x g g , y g g , a , b g A, we see that R x, ya b
1 q a b w xs x, y . For example, suppose S g Der g and g is decomposed intoa q b
X X  < 4eigenspaces such that g s [ g , where g s x g g Sx s a x . Since Sa aa
w x Ž .w x X X Xis a derivation, S x, y s a q b x, y for x g g , y g g . Let A ; Ca b
be the set of eigenvalues of S. One can decompose AX into two subsets
AX and AX such that the intersection of the two sets of linear combina-q y
tions of AX and AX over N is a vacuum set. Since AX is a finite set, g isq y
decomposed into two nilpotent subalgebras [ X gX and [ X gX .a aa g A a g Aq y
We show the same decomposition into two nilpotent subalgebras holds
1 q bw x w xwhen R is the solution of the MCYBE and R x, y s x, y . Wea q b
1 q a bregard as a multiplication a ) b. Of course this multiplication is nota q b
Ž .defined everywhere in C. We cannot define a ) ya . By using Weil's
theorem of algebraic groups, we see that ) can be extended to C y
 4  41, y1 j ‘ uniquely as an abstract group. Since the structure of this
abstract group is continuous in ordinary topology, we see that there exists
 4  4a unique Lie group structure in C y 1, y1 j ‘ with ). We can regard
Ž .this Lie group as an asymptotic torus called a punctured torus . Thus A
lies in a punctured torus. By using this fact and with some technical but
legitimate assumptions, we show that g is decomposed into two nilpotentÄ
subalgebras. In the final section, we refer to the integrable systems
associated with the solution of the MCYBE for which eigenvalues other
than "1 exist. We show that the Hamiltonian equation with respect to the
involute functions does not have Lax form.
2. THE SPECTRUM FOR THE SOLUTION OF THE
MCYBE AND ALGEBRAIC GROUP
Let g be a finite dimensional Lie algebra over C. Let R be a solution of
the MCYBE on g , that is,
w x w x w x w x ; ;Rx , Ry y R Rx , y q x , Ry s y x , y , x , y g g . 2Ž .Ž .
We assume that R is diagonalizable such that
g s g [ g [ g ,[1 y1 a
a/"1
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 < 4where g s x g g Rx s ix . If R is not diagonalizable, we extract thei
space of eigenvectors of g which is a subalgebra as we will show below.
Put g s [ g .Ä aa / "1
PROPOSITION 1. g is a subalgebra.Ä
 < 4Proof. Put A s a g C g / 0, a / "1 . From the MCYBE we seea
that
1 q ab
w x w xR x , y s x , y , x g g , y g g . 3Ž .a ba q b
1 q a b w x w xIf f A, then x, y s 0. Moreover from the MCYBE, x, y s 0 ifa q b
1 q a bx g g , y g g . Notice that s "1 implies a s "1 or b s "1.a ya a q b
Thus g is a subalgebra. Q.E.D.Ä
1 q a b w xWe regard the spectrum of x, y , x g g , y g g , as a rationala ba q b
multiplication a ) b.
PROPOSITION 2. The multiplication ) is associati¤e and commutati¤e.
Proof. Note that a ) b is a symmetric function of a and b. Then
a ) b s b ) a . By easy calculation, we see that
1 q ab a q b q g q abg
a ) b )g s )g s .Ž . ž /a q b 1 q ab q ag q bg
On the other hand we see that
1 q bg a q b q g q abg
a ) b )g s a ) s .Ž . ž /b q g 1 q ab q ag q bg
Ž . Ž .Thus we have a ) b )g s a ) b )g . Q.E.D.
Before referring to Weil's theorem of algebraic groups, we explain some
w xconcepts 12 . Let k be a field and let K = k be a universal domain. Let E
Ž . Ž .be an n-dimensional vector space over K. The point x s x , . . . , x g E1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž .is called the specialization of y s y , . . . , y g E over k , if F y s 01 n
Ž . Ž . w x w ximplies F x s 0 where F X g k X s k X , . . . , X .1 n
EXAMPLE 3. Let Q be a rational number field and let L be an algebraic
Ž . w xextension of Q. Let f X g Q X be a minimal polynomial of x g L. We
Ž . Ž .denote the solution of f X s 0 as x s x, x , . . . , x . Since f x s 0,1 2 r i
i s 1, . . . , r, x , 1 F i F r, are algebraic over Q. In this case x is ai j
Ž . w xspecialization of x for 1 F i, j F r. Indeed let f X g Q X be a mini-i j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .mal polynomial of x over Q. Put f X s q X f X q r X , wherej j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . w x Ž . Ž .deg r X - deg f X . Since f X , f X g Q X , q X , r X are ele-j j
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w xments of Q X . We see that
0 s f x s q x f x q r x s r x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .j j j j j j
Ž . Ž .Since f X is a minimal polynomial over Q, r X is equal to 0. Supposej
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .4 Ž .f X / f X . Then deg f X ) max deg q X , deg f X . Since 0 s f xj j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s q x f x , it holds that either q x s 0 or f x s 0. These are contra-j j
Ž . Ž . Ž .dictory by the definition of f X . Then f X s f X for all 1 F j F r. Putj
Ž . w x Ž . Ž . < Ž .F X g Q X satisfying F x s 0. Thus we see that f X F X sincei
Ž . Ž .f X is a minimal polynomial of x over Q. Notice that f X is also ai
Ž . Ž .minimal polynomial of x . Thus F x s 0. This means x is a specializa-j j j
Ž .tion of x over Q.i
We consider the following set of pairs consisting of points in E and
subfields of K
<L s x , k x g E, k ; K . 4Ž . Ž .Ž .
ŽŽ . .We introduce the equivalence relation ; to L as follows: x , k ;
ŽŽ . X. Ž .y , k m the set of specializations of x over k is equal to the set of
Ž . Xspecializations of y over k .
It is easy to see that this relation satisfies the axioms of the equivalence
wŽŽ . .xrelation. We write the equivalence class of Lr; as x , k . We fix the
wŽŽ . .xfield k and consider the set V s " x , k . We call V a variety of Ek kŽ x .
wŽŽ . .x Ž .over k. If x , k g V , we call x a generic point of V over k.k k
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the algebraic curve S over C
F x , . . . , x s 0,Ž .1 n
Ž . w x Ž . Ž .where F X , . . . , X g Q X , . . . , X . If x g S, then F x , . . . , x s 0;1 n 1 n 1 n
Ž . Ž .that is, x is algebraic over Q x , . . . , x . Let f X be a minimal1 2 n 1 1
Ž .polynomial of x over Q x , . . . , x . Let x s x , x , . . . , x be the1 2 n 11 1 12 1 r1
Ž . 1 Ž .roots of f X s 0. Put X s x , x , . . . , x , i s 1, . . . , r . From the1 1 i 1 i 2 n 1
Ž .above example, x is a specialization of x over Q x , . . . , x for 1 F i, j1 i 1 j 2 n
F r . In particular X 1 is a specialization of X 1 over Q. Thus we see that1 i j
Ž 1 . Ž 1 .X , Q ; X , Q . By applying the same argument to x , . . . , x , we havei j 2 n
Ž m . Ž m .equivalent classes X , Q ; X , Q , 1 F i, j F r , m s 1, . . . , n, wherei j m
m Ž .X s x , . . . , x , x , x , . . . , x and x is a root of the minimali 1 my1 m i mq1 n m i
Ž .polynomial of x over Q x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x . It is clear thatm 1 my1 mq1 n
Ž m . Ž n .X , Q ; X , Q for 1 F m, n F n, 1 F i F r , 1 F j F r . Thus thesei j m n
Ž m .X , Q represent the same generic point over Q.i
Ž . < 4EXAMPLE 5. Put L s a, k a g C, Q ; k ; C . Thus we see that
wŽ .xV s " a, Q , where Alg is a set of algebraic integers. The genericQ a g Alg
wŽ .xpoint a, Q consists of roots of the minimal polynomial of a over Q.
Since the minimal polynomial of a g C over C is X , then V sya C
wŽ .x wŽ .x wŽ .x" a, C , where a, C / b, C if and only if a / b.ag C
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Let V be a variety defined over a field k. The multiplication on V can be
considered as the map f : V = V “ V. If f satisfies the following two
conditions, V is called the pre-group.
Ž .i Let x, y be independent generic points of V over k and suppose
Ž . Ž .that f x, y is defined. Put z s f x, y . Then
k x ; k z , y , k y ; k x , z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .ii If x, y, t are independent generic points of V over k , then
f f x , y , t s f x , f y , t ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
where we suppose that all quantities appearing in the above expression are
defined.
The second condition means the associativity of multiplication. The
pre-group V defined over k is called a group if f is defined everywhere on
V = V and the inverse with respect to the multiplication of f is defined
everywhere on V.
Æ Æ Æ 4 Ž . < 4 Ž .Let C be C y 1, y1 . Put D s a , ya a g C . If x, y g C = C y
1 q xy Æ ÆŽ .D, then z s x) y s is defined. Since x, y g C = C y D, z / x, y,x q y
1 y zy 1 y zxx s and y s are all defined. From these expressions, we seez y y z y x
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that C x ; C z, y and C y ; C x, z . From Proposition 2, it holds that
Ž . Ž .x) y ) z s x) y) z if all quantities of this expression are defined. We
Æ Æregard C as an algebraic variety over C. Thus every point of C is a
Ædistinguished generic point over C. We can consider C with multiplication
Æ  4) as a pre-group. Put C s C j ‘ .
PROPOSITION 6. The multiplication ) can be extended to C such that C
is a Lie group. Moreo¤er this extension is unique up to isomorphism.
Proof. We cite the following well-known theorem.
w xTHEOREM 13 . To e¤ery pre-group defined o¤er a field k , there is a
birationally equi¤alent group G also defined o¤er k; this is uniquely determined
up to an isomorphism.
ÆWe denote by G the group which is birationally equivalent to C in the
Æw xtheorem 13 and by w : C “ G the birational isomorphism. We can define
Ž . Ž .w a w ya on G. From associativity we have
w a w ya w b s w a w ya w b s w a w ya ) bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
1 y ab 1 y ab
s w a w s w a )Ž . ž / ž /ya q b ya q b
s w b .Ž .
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Ž . Ž .Then we see that w a w ya s 1 , where 1 is the unit element of G.G G
y1 Æ y1 y1Ž . Ž .Since w 1 f C, 1 is a pole of w , that is, w 1 s ‘. We canG G G
Æregard C as a group with multiplication ) such that if a , b g C, a ) b is
Ædefined as before, if a g C,
a )‘ s ‘) a s a , a ) ya s ‘Ž .
and ‘)‘ s ‘. Note that this group structure of C is unique up to
1 q a bÆŽ .isomorphism. For a , b g C y D, a ) b s is analytic in the neigh-a q b
ÆŽ .borhood of a , b . It is clear that, for a g C,
1 q a a1 2
lim a ) a s lim s ‘.Ž .1 2 a q aa “a , a “ya a “a , a“ya1 2 1 1 2
Moreover we see that
1 q ab 1rb q a
lim a ) b s lim s lim s a
a q b arb q 1b“‘ b“‘ b“‘
and
1 q ab 1 q 1rab
lim s lim s ‘.
a q b 1ra q 1rba , b“‘ a , b“‘
Then ) is continuous on C = C. When we consider C as a topological
space C is a Riemann sphere with two holes. Thus we see C is locally
w xconnected and locally compact. From the fifth problem of Hilbert, 5 , C is
a Lie group. Since the extension of ) to C as an abstract group is unique,
this Lie group structure is unique up to isomorphism. Q.E.D.
For the compact abelian group, there is the following well-known
theorem.
w xTHEOREM 3 . A compact connected abelian Lie group G of dimension n
Ž . nis isomorphic as a topological group with the n-dimensional torus T .
"1 Since C is not compact, we cannot apply this theorem. Put D s z ge
< < < 4 Ž 1 y1.C z . 1 - e and C s C y D j D for 0 - e g 1.e e
"1 "1  < < < 4Let S be circles such that S s z g C z . 1 s e . If the topolog-e e
 4ical space C s C j ‘ is given, it is natural to consider the deformatione e
1 y1of C to a one-dimensional torus by the identification of S and Se e e
"1 1Žregard S as the cut end of C and twist S with angle u and paste it toe e e
y1S ; this is the actual continuous deformation of C to a one-dimensionale e
Ž ..torus Fig. 1 .
We cannot use this deformation because C is not closed under thee
< <multiplication ). Indeed put a s 1 q e . Thus we see that a ) a y 1 -
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FIG. 1
er2. Then we see that a ) a f C . We consider the limit of this deforma-e
tion when e “ 0. First we complete C. Let Cur and Cur be two families1 y1
of nonsingular curves which transit "1, that is,
dw tŽ .
<Cur s w t w 0 s "1, / 0 .Ž . Ž ."1 ½ 5dt ts0
 4We assume that all sequences a converging to 1 or y1 go to them alongn
the curve of Cur . Put"1
< < <S C s jr j j g T C, j / 0 4"1 "1
and
1T s C j S C j S C.1 y1
dw 4 Ž . Ž .If a converges to 1 along w t g Cur , where 0 s j / 0, we definen 1 dt
< <lim a s jr j g S C. In the same way we define lim a whenn“‘ n 1 n“‘ n
1a “ y1. Let us define the multiplication on T . For a , b g C, a ) b isn
already defined. For a g S C and b g C, we define a ) b as follows. We1
iz w .identify a g S C with complex number e , z g 0, 2p . Then we can write1
Ž . izthe sequence a “ a e “ 0 as a s 1 q e e . Note thate e
1 q a be
lim a ) b s lim s 1e a q be“0 e“0 e
in the ordinary sense. Then we define a ) b s lim a ) b g S C. Lete “ 0 e 1
us calculate a ) b explicitly. It holds that
izda ) b d 1 q 1 q e e b b y 1Ž .e izs s e .izde de b q 11 q e e q bes0 es0
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Then we have
y1b y 1 b y 1
a ) b s exp iz q Log ,ž /b q 1 b q 1ž /
where Log is the principal value of log. In the same way we can define
iz ija ) b for a g S C, b g C. Identify a and b with e and e , respec-y1
tively. Put a s 1 q e eiz and b s 1 q e eij. We define a ) b bye 1 e 21 2
lim a ) b . We see thate , e “ 0 e e1 2 1 2
2 q e eiz q e eij q e e eiŽ zqj .1 2 1 2 iŽ zqj .a ) b s s 1 q e e e q ??? .e e 1 2iz ij1 2 2 q e e q e e1 2
Then we define a ) b s eiŽ zqj .. In the same way we can define a ) b ,
where a , b g S C. We cannot define a ) b for a g S C and b g S C.y1 1 y1
Ž iz .Ž ij .If one defines a ) b by lim 1 q e e y1 q e e , the multiplicatione “ 0
1) does not satisfy associativity. Put T s C j S C." "1
1PROPOSITION 7. T is a Lie group."
1Proof. We show the case of T . We only have to show the associativityq
Ž . Ž .of ). If a , b , g g C, they satisfy a ) b )g s a ) b )g . In the case of
iza s e g S C and b , g g C, we have1
b y 1 b y 1
a ) b )g s exp iz q Log )gŽ . ž /ž /b q 1 b q 1
b y 1 b y 1
s exp iz q Log ž /ž b q 1 b q 1
g y 1 g y 1
qLog .ž / /g q 1 g q 1
On the other hand, we have
1 q bg
a ) b )g s a )Ž .
b q g
b y 1 g y 1 b y 1 g y 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s exp iz q Log ž /ž /1 q b 1 q g b q 1 g q 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
b y 1 b y 1
s exp iz q Log ž /ž b q 1 b q 1
g y 1 g y 1
qLog .ž / /g q 1 g q 1
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Ž . Ž . iuThen we see that a ) b )g s a ) b )g . Next we show the case of a e ,
iwb s e g S C, and g g C. We see that1
a ) b )g s exp iu q iw )gŽ . Ž .
g y 1 g y 1
s exp iu q iw q Log .ž /ž /g q 1 g q 1
On the other hand, we have
g y 1 g y 1
a ) b )g s exp iu )exp iw q LogŽ . Ž . ž /ž /g q 1 g q 1
g y 1 g y 1
s exp iu q iw q Log .ž /ž /g q 1 g q 1
The case of a s eiu, b s eiw, g s eiz g S C remains. It is clear since1
Ž . Ž . iuqiwqiza ) b )g s a ) b )g s e . In the same way we can verify the
1case of T . Q.E.D.y
iz Ž iz . w .If a s e g S C, we write a s "1, e . For u g 0, 2p , we define"1
1 1the continuous map s from T to T asu y1
a if a g C or a g S C,y1
s a sŽ .u iwqiu iw½ y1, e g S C if a s 1, e g S C.Ž . Ž .y1 1
Ž .We see that s a ) b s a ) b for a , b g C. Moreover we see thatu
b y 1 b y 1
s a ) b s y1, exp iw q Log q iu g S C,Ž .u y1ž /ž /ž /b q 1 b q 1
iwŽ .where a s 1, e g S C and b g C and1
s a ) b s y1, eiwqicqiu g S C,Ž . Ž .u y1
Ž iw . Ž ic .where a s 1, e g S C and b s 1, e g S C. From these facts we see1 1
Ž .that a ) b corresponds to s a ) b uniquely. Then we see that s isu u
compatible with ). We call Im s an asymptotic torus or punctured torusu
Ž .Fig. 2 since one can regard the process which we obtain Im s as limit ofu
e “ 0 of deformation into torus for the Riemann sphere with two holes of
Ž .radius e ) 0 cf. Fig. 1 . In the rest of this section we show that g isÄ
decomposed into two nilpotent subalgebras. We assume there exists a
nondegenerate, symmetric, and invariant bilinear form on g. Moreover we
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FIG. 2
² : ² :assume that R is skew symmetric with respect to , , that is, Rx, y s
² : ; ;y x, Ry , x, y g g.
² :LEMMA 8. If a / yb , then x , x s 0, where x g g , x g g .a b a a b b
Proof. We see that
² : ² : ² : ² :a x , x s Rx , x s y x , Rx s yb x , x .a b a b a b a b
² :Then a / yb implies x , x s 0. Q.E.D.a b
COROLLARY 9. If g / 0, then g / 0.b yb
² :Proof. Since g s g [ g [ [ g , if g s 0, then x, y s 0,1 y1 a yba g A
; ² :y g g , where x g g , x / 0. This contradicts the fact that , is nonde-b
generate. Q.E.D.
THEOREM 10. If 0 f A, g is decomposed into two nilpotent subalgebrasÄ
as ¤ector space.
1Proof. Take the coordinate neighborhood of T where ‘ is origin.
1 < 4Recall A s a g C g / 0, a / "1 . Let c be a map from T to thisa
Ä Ž .coordinate neighborhood. We write A s c A . We can identify this
Äcoordinate neighborhood with C. Thus we can decompose A such that
Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄA s A " A , where A s yA andq y y q
Änontrivial linear combination of A over N 4q
Äl nontrivial linear combination of A over N s B, 4y
y1 ÄŽ .where N is a set of nonnegative integers. Put A s c A and A sq q y
y1 ÄŽ .c A . Then A s yA . Moreover for two formal monomial sets, wey y q
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see that
U nr U n1 <x ) ??? ) x x , . . . , x g A , n , . . . , n g N 4r 1 1 r q 1 r
U m s U m1 <l y ??? ) y y , . . . , y g A , m , . . . , m g N s B, 4 4 Ž .s 1 1 s y 1 s
U n Ž . Ž . Ž .where x means x) ??? ) x n times and in 4 we assume n , . . . , n /1 r
Ž .0, m , . . . , m / 0. We have the decomposition1 s
g s g [ g .Ä [ [a a
agA agAq y
 4‘Put g s [ g and g s [ g . Let x be a sequence ofÄ Äq a y a i is0a g A a g Aq y
g such thatÄq
ad x , . . . , ad x x / 0Ž . Ž . Ž .s 1 0
for all s G 0. Suppose Rx s b x , where b g A . Then the eigenvalue ofi i i i q
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ad x ad x ??? ad x x is equal tos sy1 1 0
b ) b ) ??? ) b ) b ) ??? .Ž .Ž .Ž .s sy1 1 0
Since aA - ‘, there exists some 0 F’m F s for certain s ) 0 such that
b ) ??? ) b ) b ) ??? s b .Ž .Ž .s 1 0 m
Since ) is commutative and associative, we have
b ) ??? ) b ) b ) b ) ??? ) b s b .s mq1 m my1 0 m
Then
b ) b ) b ) ??? ) b ) b ) ??? ) b s b .Ž .m s sy1 mq1 my1 0 m
It holds that
b ) ??? ) b ) b ) ??? ) b / ‘.s mq1 my1 0
Indeed if b ) ??? ) b ) b ) ??? ) b s ‘, we haves mq1 my1 0
b ) b ) ??? ) b ) b ) ??? ) b s ‘.Ž .s sy1 mq1 my1 0
This means that
b ) ??? ) b ) b ) ??? ) b s yb ,sy1 mq1 my1 0 s
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Ž .which contradicts 4 . Thus we see that
b ) b ) ??? ) b ) b ) ??? ) b g C.s sy1 mq1 my1 0
a ) b s a implies a s 1 or y1 if a , b g C. Although we have b s 1 orm
y1, this is a contradiction. Put k s aA. Then we have
w xad x ad x ??? ad x x s x , x , ??? , x , x ??? s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k ky1 1 0 k ky1 1 0
5Ž .
where Rx s b x , b g A . Since C k g consists of linear combinations ofÄi i i i q q
w w w w x xxx Ž . kelements such as x , x , ??? , x , x ??? of 5 , we see that C g s 0;Äk ky1 1 0 q
that is, g is a nilpotent subalgebra. In the same way, we see that g is aÄ Äq y
nilpotent subalgebra. Then if 0 f A, g is decomposed into two nilpotentÄ
subalgebras. Q.E.D.
We do not know how to divide A into its subsets so that g isÄ
decomposed into nilpotent subalgebras when 0 g A.
Put g s g [ g .Ä" "1 "
w x w xCOROLLARY 11. Suppose 0 f A. If g , g s g or g , g s g ,q q q y y y
then g s g [ g and R s Proj y Proj .1 y1 g g1 y1
Proof. Note that g is a solvable subalgebra. We also note thatÄq
w x w xg , g ; g . Then g , g s g implies g s 0. From Corollary 9,Ä Ä"1 q "1 q q q q
we see that g s 0. Thus we see that g s g [ g and R s Proj yÄy 1 y1 g1w xProj . From g , g s g , we can deduce the same conclusion in theg y y yy1
same way. Q.E.D.
3. INTEGRABLE SYSTEMS ASSOCIATED WITH
NONTYPICAL MCYBE
 i 4 iLet e , a g A " A , i s 1, . . . , dim g , be a basis of g and Re sÄa q y a a
i  i4 U iŽ j .a e . We denote L as a basis of g defined by L e s d d . LetÄa a a b a , b i, j
w x  i4C L be a commutative polynomial algebra generated by L wherea
w xa g A and i s 1, . . . , dim g over C. We can regard f g C L as aq a
w xpolynomial function on g. We define I ; C L as the set of coadjointÄ
invariant functions, that is,
< X yX ;w xI s f g C L f e Le s f L for X g g on L g g .Ž . Ž . Ä Ä½ 5q
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w x Ž .For f g C L , we define the gradient of f on L, =f L g g , such thatÄ
d
² :f L q tX s X , =f L .Ž . Ž .
dt ts0
It is easy to see that, for f g I,
;
=f L , X s 0, X g g .Ž . Ä
Ž . Ž i . iThe g part of =f L is equal to Ý Ý › fr› L e . The PoissonÄy a g A i a ayw xstructure is defined on C L such that
² :f L , g L s L, R =f L , =g L q =f L , R =g L . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 Ž . Ž .4From the property of elements of I, we see that f L , g L s 0 for
f , g g I. In our case, the Hamiltonian equation, with respect to h g I,
› f
 4s h , f 6Ž .
› t
does not have Lax form. Indeed, since =Li s ei , we havea ya
i i ih L , L s L, R =h L , e q =h L , ya e² :Ž . Ž . Ž . 4a ya ya
is L, R y a =h L , e .² :Ž . Ž . ya
Ž .From this we see that the Hamiltonian equation 6 has Lax form on g a
but does not have it on whole g .Äq
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